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COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, by and through their counsel of record, Jack Duran, Esq. of 

The Abrams Firm, to complain of the above Defendants in this THIRD AMENDED 

COMPLAINT. 

I. PARTIES 

 

 

1. The Plaintiffs are all individuals who purchased timeshares sold by the Defendants.  The 

individual Plaintiffs are: 

a. Janice Degeus and Nancy Johnson, residents of the State of Utah;  

b. Jemaal Knox and Marlene Knox, residents of the State of Washington;  

c. Cameron Krug and Sarah Mescher, residents of the State of California; 

d. Kyoungah Lee, a resident of the State of California; 

e. Friah Rogers, a resident of the State of Oregon; 

f. Teresa Sharp (formerly known as Teresa Allred) and Mark Allred, 

residents of the State of Arizona. 

2. Defendant Wyndham Vacation Ownership is Headquartered in Orlando, Florida, and 

develops, markets and sells vacation ownership interests to individual consumers, provides 

consumer financing in connection with the sale of vacation ownership interests, and provides 

property management services at its resorts.  Defendant Wyndham Vacation Ownership and its 

brand, WorldMark by Wyndham, are collectively referred to as “Wyndham,” “WVO,” or 

“WorldMark” interchangeably.  

3. At all relevant times, Defendant RCI, LLC (“RCI”), was Defendant Wyndham’s booking 

service, and a wholly owned subsidiary of Defendant Wyndham.  Defendant RCI also arranged 

meetings and presentations for timeshare owners to “upgrade” their current ownership or 

contracts, which would also be sold by Defendant Wyndham.  Defendant RCI is currently 

headquartered in New Jersey.  Wyndham and RCI are collectively referred to as “Defendants.”  

4. Should other natural persons, agents, or entities of either Wyndham and/or RCI be 
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discovered as relevant to this case, Plaintiffs shall seek leave to amend this Complaint to include 

any doe persons and/or roe corporations as needed. 

5. The Defendants’ names throughout this Complaint include all dba entities, assumed 

names, affiliates, subsidiaries, agents, employees, officers, directors, principals and trustees. 

II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

6.  Jurisdiction and Venue are sought for all of the California executed contracts listed 

below: 

a. Janice Degeus and Nancy Johnson purchased a timeshare from Defendants 

in Oceanside, California 

b.  Jemaal Knox and Marlene Knox purchased a timeshare from Defendants 

in San Diego, California 

c.  Cameron Krug and Sarah Mescher purchased a timeshare from 

Defendants in San Diego, California 

d.  Kyoungah Lee purchased a timeshare from Defendants in Angels Camp 

(near Sacramento) California 

e.  Friah Rogers purchased a timeshare from Defendants in San Francisco, 

California 

f. Teresa Sharp (Allred) and Mark Allred purchased a timeshare from 

Defendants in Oceanside, California. 

7. The Six Contracts above were executed in California by Plaintiffs and Wyndham and are 

subject to California law. 

8.  The above listed Plaintiffs sue in their individual capacity and in their capacity as 

spouses to the extent that any principles of Community Property law or other laws regulating 

marital property may apply to their joint assets or debts. 

9. Both Defendant Wyndham and Defendant RCI were served with and accepted service for 

a California Legal Remedies Act Notice but no settlement was reached.   
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10. This action arises under California statutory and common law regarding the remedies and 

equitable relief requested herein.    

11. Diversity Jurisdiction exists between of all the parties to this action: 

a. Defendant RCI is headquartered in New Jersey, and none of the Plaintiffs 

are residents of New Jersey. 

b. Defendant Wyndham is Headquartered in Orlando, Florida and none of 

the Plaintiffs are residents of Florida. 

12. The amount in controversy also exceeds $75,000 as to all Plaintiffs remaining claims 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1332 et seq. 

 

 Supplemental Jurisdiction 

 

13. In Exxon Mobil Corp. v. Allapattah Services Inc., 545 U.S. 546 (2005), it was held by the 

Court that only one Plaintiff has to meet the $75,000 threshold in a diversity case. Under 28 

U.S.C. 1367, Supplemental Jurisdiction is permitted to join claims that have not met the amount 

in controversy threshold. 

14. In Exxon Mobil, the Supreme Court traced the evolution of diversity jurisdiction and 

Section 1367. Reading the plain language of the statute, the Court reasoned that, if a District 

Court has original jurisdiction over the claim of one plaintiff, it has jurisdiction over the entire 

“civil action,” including the claims of other plaintiffs with less than $70,000. To hold otherwise 

would be antithetical to the whole notion of supplemental jurisdiction that permits district courts 

to exercise jurisdiction over related claims. As a result, it is easier to retain diversity multiparty 

and class actions in, as long as at least one plaintiff satisfies the $75,000 amount-in-controversy. 

15. In the case at bar, Plaintiffs Allred for example, have lost approximately $125,000 to date 

due to conduct of Defendant Wyndham and conduct of Defendant RCI in restricting and 

unavailability of bookings, and in being set up for upgrades.  
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16. This Plaintiff would qualify the rest of the Plaintiffs for supplemental jurisdiction where 

Joinder here is on similar facts (similar fraud schemes as are labeled in headings in the Plaintiffs 

fact pleadings), and the same causes of action for all Plaintiffs.  

17. Another plaintiff couple well in excess of the amount in controversy is Mr. and Mrs. 

Knox who had $101,646.36 in estimated damages caused by Defendant Wyndham, and in 

collusion with bookings and upgrade meetings, Defendant RCI.  

18. Friah Rogers is borderline to the threshold after all costs which must be discovered from 

Defendant Wyndham. 

III. GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

19. Wyndham is in the business of developing and selling vacation timeshares with grandiose 

promises that are entirely reduced to a “points” system required to be booked through its booking 

service, RCI.  During its sales presentations (also known as the “point-of-sale”), Wyndham 

attempts to convince potential purchasers buy a time-share interest or upgrade a current 

ownership interest from Wyndham.  When doing so, upon information and belief, Wyndham 

makes numerous grandiose claims about the amazing capabilities about its products, despite the 

products being unable to deliver on those promises.  Each of the Plaintiffs fell prey to Wydham’s 

claims.   

20. Unfortunately, Plaintiffs’ experiences are not at all atypical.  Upon information and 

belief, Wyndham is also no stranger to complaints to the Better Business Bureau made by 

Wyndham owners who become horrified at what they have somehow been duped into 

purchasing.   

21. Indeed, and in absolutely no uncertain terms, the Better Business Bureau’s website warns 

consumers about Defendant Wyndham’s numerous complaints.  The first thing the BBB website 

shows is a bright red warning sign and all bright red text in all capitalized letters.  The website 

states, “CURRENT ALERTS FOR THIS BUSINESS,” and warns about Wyndham’s “pattern of 

complaints concerning misrepresentation in selling practices,” stating: 
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Pattern of Complaints: BBB files indicate that this business has a 

pattern of complaints concerning misrepresentation in selling 

practices.  Consumer complaints report that the verbal 

representations are inconsistent with the written agreement. 

According to complaints, claims include representation that the 

purchase is an “investment” and the same as “real estate” in that it 

will increase in value.  Owners report mandatory meetings that 

they are led to believe are to introduce new features and benefits 

but result in a sales presentation to purchase or upgrade their 

points. In some instances owners are encouraged to complete a 

survey or questionnaire which results in another sales presentation 

to purchase additional points. 

See https://www.bbb.org/us/fl/orlando/profile/vacation-timeshare/wyndham-vacation-ownership-

inc-0733-20000283 (all emphases in original).   

22. Upon information and belief, in an attempt to reduce the exorbitant number of complaints 

the BBB receives about Wyndham’s selling practices, it resorted to requesting, on the BBB 

website, that unhappy customers call or email them before filing a complaint with the BBB.  See 

id. (“The company has requested, before filing a complaint with BBB, please contact them via 

phone at 866-323-6188 or email bbbinquiries@wyn.com.”). 

23. RCI, Wyndham’s booking service, in turn imposes highly restrictive rules to artificially 

limit Plaintiffs’ point use (i.e. restrict the booking of accommodations) and thereby frustrate or 

prevent use altogether to lessen costs and protect profits for its partner Wyndham.  Upon 

information and belief it is more than a coincidence that whenever RCI has been able to book 

Plaintiffs, attending a sales presentation (although not described as such) has almost always been 

a requirement or condition for booking. 

25. RCI, additionally and actively made bookings designed for Plaintiffs herein to meet for 

Wyndham sales upgrade presentations, all in the furtherance of Wyndham’s profits. 

26. The Plaintiffs, after purchasing Wyndham’s products become obligated to pay perpetual 

maintenance fees and experience exorbitantly high costs to use Wyndham products, detailed 

more specifically below. 

27. Plaintiffs’ costs for these products are between 1000% to 3000% [10 times to 30 times 

higher] than what the public pays online to book accommodations without any advance notice;  
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in contrast, Plaintiffs experienced a1566% average among increase in the price to book the same 

accommodations more than what the public pays online the same day, but with the additional 

requirement to provide up to a year’s advance notice as a condition of booking through RCI. 

28.  The California Department of Real Estate (DRE) administers and enforces laws 

governing the sale of time-share interests.  Time-shares interests sold in California are subject to 

The Vacation Ownership and Time-share Act of 2004 (California Business & Prof. Code 

Sections 11210 through 11288) (the “Act”), and Wyndham falls under the Act’s scope and 

authority.  Among other things, the Section 11234 of the Act requires that prospective buyers 

must be presented with a copy of the DRE-issued California Public Report, Time-Share (“CPR”) 

to any potential buyer before that individual purchases a time-share ownership interest.  See Cal. 

Bus. & Prof. Code § 11234; see also https://www.dre.ca.gov/Developers/Timeshares.html 

(California Department of Real Estate website ) (the “public report must be presented to 

prospective purchasers before purchase so they have an opportunity to read it before making a 

purchase decision.”) (emphasis added). 

29. As will be explained in further detail below, none of the Plaintiffs, however, were given 

an opportunity to read or review such CPR disclosures prior to signing.   

30. Additionally, Section 11245 of the Act disallows time-share salesperson to make any 

claims about resale appreciation or long-term valuation whatsoever when selling the product to 

potential purchasers.  However, also as explained in more detail below, Wyndham’s sales 

representatives, including its management, made numerous representations about resale value 

and long-term valuation to Plaintiffs.     

Plaintiffs attend WVO Time-Share and Upgrade Presentations 

 

31. Plaintiffs all share similar encounters with Defendant.  Plaintiffs were on vacation at or 

near a Wyndham Resort.  Either RCI or the WVO (Wyndham) marketing team enticed Plaintiffs 

to attend what was described as a short resort ownership presentation, and offered Plaintiffs 

some form of a gift or other incentive to attend the presentation.  RCI would often make booking 
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contingent upon attending such sales presentations.   

32. The WVO marketing team and general staff described the presentations as something that 

would be “short.”  What ensued was a 2- to 6-hour sales presentation that would slowly wear 

Plaintiffs down, including deceptive sales-oriented activity.  Wyndham’s sales staff’s tactics had 

the effect of making Plaintiffs believe that they would be purchasing a valuable “real property” 

with at 4-star and 5-star luxury hotels for a week or more each year, included with the timeshare 

purchase and that it was easy to book a stay. 

33. During these multi-hour sales presentations, Plaintiffs were typically not allowed to use 

their phones, leave the area, eat, or have time alone away from the sales staff.  

Representations WVO Sales Staff Made at the Sales Presentations 

34. False promises and concealments were made by Wyndham through its sales persons, 

management and contract closers, all with the intention of inducing Plaintiffs to make a purchase 

that day, which every Plaintiff in their facts has pled never would have been done absent bait & 

switch fraud and had the true contract terms and the liabilities owed been disclosed in an open 

light. 

35. If the Plaintiffs would have known at the time that the below promises, warranties, and 

representations made by Wyndham sales people at their presentations, none of the Plaintiffs 

would have contracted with Defendant and either purchased a time-share interest or an upgrade.  

During each of the Plaintiffs’ presentations, Wyndham sales staff made the following 

representations, virtually none of them being true for any Plaintiff: 

a. WVO sales staff informed Plaintiffs and led them to believe that ownership 

benefits were like owning a real property:   

i. WVO sales staff informed Plaintiffs that ownership is a good 

“investment,” and that the value of ownership, like a real estate 

property, will go up in value over time (or, similarly, that the investment 

into WVO time-share programs will appreciate); 
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ii. WVO sales staff informed Plaintiffs that purchasing a WVO time-share 

ownership would give the Plaintiffs in essence an actual “property,” 

because ownership included resale value, appreciation, rental income, 

and potentially even some “equity” that was built into the purchase. 

b. WVO’s maintenance fees either remain constant (meaning they will not increase 

on a yearly basis), and the very few fees that do increase go up by a fraction of a 

percent each year.  Also, other fees than the maintenance fees do not exist; 

c. WVO ownership is a valuable asset and a legacy the Owner “could” (that is, has 

the option but not the obligation) put in a Will; 

i. Another common variation that WVO sales staff told 

Plaintiffs at the sales presentations: Plaintiffs “can” decide 

(optional, no obligation) who will receive the timeshare in 

their Will; 

d. The WVO staff informed each of the Plaintiffs during their presentations that they 

were selling a time-share interest or upgrade program that could be used anytime, 

anywhere, with easy to book 5-Star resorts and hotels worldwide; “Points” are 

used for service fulfillment, which RCI was the booking service that Plaintiffs 

needed to use to book a room; Wyndham sales staff also generally warranted to 

Plaintiffs that WVO ownership included rights to use their ownership without 

booking or other issues.   

e. WVO sales staff informed Plaintiffs that the bookings are so desirable that the 

Plaintiffs can easily even make “rental” income to pay the mortgage, fees, and 

expenses associated with the time-share interest ownership for the times that 

Plaintiffs won’t book themselves, and can often even make a profit. 

f.  “Upgrades” are often suggested or booked by RCI (costing between $1,000 and 

upwards of $100,000) to resolve a prior deficiency created by WVO or to solidify 

the ability to make future bookings without availability or other issues.  However, 
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this was generally a cyclical pattern where WVO and RCI would continue seeking 

owners to “upgrade” to a new level that promised to “fix” the current booking and 

other issues so that the booking problems would no longer occur in the future; 

g. WVO sales staff, during the sales presentation, provided documents that 

resembled a deed, and referenced a specific room number and a specific week of 

the year, making Plaintiffs believe they had a right to stay at that resort during the 

specific week and time referenced in the documents. 

WVO Sales Staff Prevented Plaintiffs from Reading the Documents Before Signing 

and Failed to follow Numerous Requirements as the Act Requires 

36. As stated above, Defendants were obligated to provide each Plaintiff a notice of the 

California Department of Real Estate-issued CPR before Plaintiffs executed any documents to 

purchase a WVO time-share ownership interest.  However, none of the Plaintiffs were actually 

given a copy of the CPR and an opportunity to review it before they signed the purchase 

documents.   

37. Plaintiffs were also not allowed to read other contracts and associated documents before 

signing them, and instead the WVO sales staff would “paraphrase” what they were signing and 

tell Plaintiffs not to read the documents, because, inter alia, the presentations were running late 

and that the sales person had to get home quickly because the childcare provider was not going 

to be able to watch the WVO salesperson’s children, or would make up other excuses that 

coerced Plaintiffs to not read the contracts. 

WVO Ownership Operated Completely Opposite of How Defendants Represented that WVO 

Ownership Would Be 

38. The saving of money for booking vacations, is highly divergent from actual outcomes, 

where Plaintiffs lose somewhere between several hundred percent, or up to a 1000% or more, 

and one Plaintiff herein pays 3000% more than the public pays online.  

39. Because of Wyndham’s clandestine control of RCI, it was extremely difficult to find 

availability, and for some it was impossible to book (i.e. Plaintiffs were unable to use their 
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ownership, so Wyndham experienced no costs on Plaintiffs’ purchases) 

40. For the Plaintiffs that could book, they ended up with:  

a. subpar motel-like rooms that were contrary to promised 5-star hotels and 

resorts; 

b.unwanted locations because they were the only “available” bookings;  

c. However, there was a magical exception that generally occurred when 

Plaintiffs were targeted for an upgrade meeting, referred to as “Owners 

Meetings,” (which were just sales presentations that we not labeled as 

such) where RCI would always find availability in when Wyndham wanted 

to upsell a current time-share owner.  

41. Wyndham’s sales associates also promised profits from selling their time-share in the 

future or that rental income was also possible.  These were later discovered false by all Plaintiffs, 

as there were never “profits” to offset the exorbitant costs, and Plaintiffs could not even book 

accommodations for themselves, much less anyone else.  

42. In each of the cases, Plaintiffs face restrictions and non-availability (while booking rooms 

on the Internet is freely available) there is an upgrade planned by the collusive co-defendants 

herein, where the Plaintiff is sent by Defendant RCI to a Wyndham resort with the intention of 

Wyndham procuring an Upgrade Contract. 

43. RCI is informed by Defendant Wyndham what destinations and accommodations (or 

dates) that were desired for an owner’s bookings (Plaintiffs herein), and thereby RCI can 

strategically plan the frustration and/or prevention of requests, unless of course an unknowing 

owner is going to be selected to attend another sales presentation. 

First Cause of Action for Negligent Misrepresentation 

(Against all Defendants) 

44. Plaintiffs incorporate each and every paragraph above as if it was wholly set forth herein. 

45. Plaintiffs seek rescission of any contract and further damages and relief allowable by law.  

Alternatively, Plaintiffs are entitled to recover damages for the Defendants’ negligence.  
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46. As demonstrated in more detail below, at the time the misrepresentations were made, 

Defendant’s representatives knew that they were overtly false or were at least were negligently 

made.  Defendants made the statements to induce Plaintiffs to purchase the WVO time-share 

interest or upgrade.  As shown in more detail below, Plaintiffs reasonably and justifiably relied 

on such representations by Defendant’s staff that were material to their purchasing from 

Wyndham.  

47. This reliance was to the detriment of Plaintiffs who paid substantial funds and were 

defrauded, as plaintiffs paid an average of 1566% more than the cost of simply booking online, 

despite the assurances by Wyndham sales staff that ownership would result in significant savings 

and hassle-free bookings.    

48. All Plaintiffs are Worldmark by Wyndham Members that are referred to as Worldmark 

“Owners” by Wyndham sales staff. 

Negligent Misrepresentation Claim by Plaintiffs Janice Degeus and Nancy Johnson 

 

49. Janice Degeus (67) and Nancy Johnson (63) are sisters (“Plaintiffs” herein) that originally 

purchased a timeshare with Worldmark by Wyndham in 2006.    

50. In 2017, RCI booked the Plaintiffs’ accommodations for Plaintiffs at a Wyndham resort 

in Oceanside, California, but upon information and belief, only for purposes of having the 

“owner’s Meeting.” 

51. The day after checking into their hotel, the Plaintiffs were aggressively told that they 

needed to attend a “short” Owner’s Meeting, and they resisted but were pursued for multiple 

days saying they must attend to be sure their children received this valuable asset, so they agreed 

to a short meeting. 

52. They attended an “owner’s meeting,” which was supposed to help them book their future 

vacations without issue.  However, the owner’s meeting was a 3-hour, high pressure and rapid 

fire, “upgrade” sales presentation that did not provide Plaintiffs a chance to review any 

documents before signing them.  Upon arriving, Plaintiffs were told to turn off their smart 
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phones and they were placed on a separate table by a Wyndham representative. 

53. Plaintiffs told Wyndham staff they couldn’t afford to upgrade and weren’t happy with 

their current ownership.  With each refusal Wyndham staff would return with explanations as to 

how the upgrade would solve all their problems and sometimes offered a lower price. 

54. At the WVO sales presentation for the “upgrade,” WVO claimed purchasing the upgrade 

would solve Plaintiffs’ booking issues and enable them to use their ownership unfettered and 

without further booking issues in the future.   

55. During the high-pressure sales presentation, there was a primary Wyndham sales 

representative, “Ryan,” who directly sold the upgrade to Plaintiffs and made the numerous 

representations about the upgrade; there was also a closer, a woman (name unknown) who later 

ensured Plaintiffs signed the paperwork, and who also made numerous representations regarding 

the benefits of the upgrade. 

56. Ryan told Plaintiffs that the new upgrade would provide enough points to equate to an 

extra week of vacationing every year and that upgrading would solve their current booking 

issues.  However, upon attempting to select bookings, this was not true.  

57. Plaintiffs were also told by Ryan that now that they would have extra points with the 

2017 upgrade, and with so the points they would have left over they could easily use their points 

to rent out extra days they weren’t using and earn an annual income as a result.  However, 

because bookings though Defendant RCI cost substantially more in points than Ryan informed 

them, this was completely impossible to do, despite paying thousands of dollars for the upgrade. 

Ryan also informed Plaintiffs that the upgrade would provide Plaintiffs with a substantial benefit 

of accessibility and price over those who would simply book online.   

58. When the Plaintiffs continued to assert they couldn’t afford the upgrade because they had 

no money for the down payment and they both were on limited incomes, the Wyndham staff 

aggressively said don’t worry about the costs because there were PayPal and Visa accounts that 

could cover it. Wyndham told the Plaintiffs that Visa rewards would pay for the first 6 months of 

payments, but this was not a correct statement. 
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59. Plaintiffs did not know that since the sales representatives simply mentioned the payment 

options, that meant Wyndham would automatically open PayPal and Visa accounts in the 

Plaintiffs’ names.  The representatives signed the Plaintiffs up for a $6,000 PayPal account and a 

$5,000 Wyndham Visa (Barclays Bank on the back in fine print) without any authorization.  

Thus, without Plaintiffs’ consent or understanding, Wyndham reps without the debtor’s 

authorization, opened a PayPal account and a Worldmark Visa account by means of an interstate 

wire transaction. 

60. Despite questions, Wyndham representatives did not disclose any maintenance fee 

increases to Plaintiffs at the time of the 2017 upgrade purchase, and the discovery of this very 

substantial increase was not until late 2017 with the Plaintiffs’ maintenance fee bill. 

61. The Wyndham representatives assured the Plaintiffs that they were getting a great deal, 

that was below market value, and as such, it was only available for that day. 

62. And since the Plaintiffs were paying well under market value, such a sale would make 

them a good profit too, with the staff, including Wyndham Management, consistently stressing 

that this was an investment that far outweighed the costs because the Plaintiffs’ prices were 

grandfathered-in, and the Plaintiffs could always just call to Wyndham and get back at least what 

they put in. 

63.  Both Ryan and the female closer told the Plaintiffs that through RCI they could book 

worldwide luxury accommodations at their disposal whenever and wherever they desired to 

travel.  

64. These destinations they described were all 5-star accommodations, in exotic locations 

like Fiji, Hawaii, and that worldwide luxury accommodations were available when booking 

through Defendant RCI, at no extra cost, just by buying the 2017 upgrade.  

65. Wyndham representatives assured Plaintiffs that the points could cover not only the room 

(or cruises if they decided instead), but also the cost of the airline tickets too.  

66. Both Wyndham staff (Ryan and the female closer) assured Plaintiffs that with the 

upgrade, Plaintiffs would now even be able to book cruises and get airline tickets included with 
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their points, and this was all easily booked through Defendant RCI’s booking services.  

67. In addition, Ryan repeatedly stated that WVO ownership was a “great investment” that 

would gain value in the future.  Ryan further stated that Plaintiffs would “always get your money 

out of it,” that Plaintiffs would “always be able to sell it,” and reiterated time and time again on 

what a good investment the upgrade would be.  Ryan never mentioned the CPR during or after 

the entire sales presentation.   

68. Relying on Ryan’s statements, Plaintiffs decided to purchase the upgrade.  At that time 

the female closer came to Plaintiffs’ room where Plaintiffs had been staying and brought the 

documents Plaintiffs needed to sign with her.  Ryan did not provide them with any documents to 

review when Plaintiffs went back to their room to wait for the closer to help them finalize the 

paperwork.  When the woman came to the room, she did not hide that she was rushing Plaintiffs 

through signing the documents.  Signing all of the documents took less than 10 minutes.   

69. At no time did the closer mention to Plaintiffs about the CPR or other disclosure 

documents.  At no time during or after Plaintiff signing the documents did either Ryan or the 

woman mention the CPR or other disclosure documents or otherwise provide them to Plaintiffs.  

Nor did the woman closer allow Plaintiffs to read the documents before Plaintiffs signed them.  

Instead, she strictly rushed them through the signing and thwarted any attempts Plaintiffs made 

to review the documents beforehand.  After 3 hours of high-pressure sales tactics the Plaintiffs 

agreed to purchase the upgrade.  Nanette Haye, a [non-lawyer] Quality Assurance Officer, 

rapidly interrupted the contract terms and prompted the Plaintiffs where to sign on the Contract. 

70. Within minutes of agreeing to the purchase (that took a relentless 3 hours), the Plaintiffs 

were rushed through the entire Contract, with cursory explanations of all the terms and directives 

of where to sign in a matter of minutes. 

71. Wyndham closer, Nanette, controlled the flow of the documents throughout the process 

and didn’t allow the Plaintiffs any time to read the documents on their own. 

72. Nanette kept saying, you talked about this with Ryan, so I won’t go over that, just sign 

here. 
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73. In 2018 through 2019, Plaintiffs had begun having revelations of mistruths regarding the 

2017 upgrade and uses that Plaintiffs were promised, and Plaintiffs began to realize they were 

victims of many untrue promises, many of which involved the use and availability of Defendant 

RCI’s booking system.  Indeed, RCI’s booking restrictions and availability limitations where the 

point-of-sale use as promised were simply untenable to actually use. 

74. Plaintiffs then learned that with Defendant RCI’s assignment of devaluing their upgraded 

points, luxury accommodations, international travel and perks like airfare to use with their points 

(as they were represented as such by both Ryan and the closer), under RCI’s points’ valuation 

their promised bookings, even without airfare.  

75. Instead, the points under RCI’s valuation would barely cover the cost of a downgraded 

room (similar to a motel or 2-star accommodations).  

76. Additionally, contrary to the warranties that the upgrade would prevent Plaintiffs from 

experiencing booking or availability issues, there were no availability in the places Plaintiffs 

desired and nor their dates that WVO promised would be available, even when attempting to 

book many months in advance.  

77. The only booking Plaintiffs were able to use was a far cry from the “up to 2 weeks in a 5-

star international hotel, airfare included,” that Ryan and the female closer had stated the upgrade 

would provide.  Instead, in the 2 years since the upgrade, Plaintiffs could only book 1 stay in 

Midway, Utah in a room for 2 nights, because RCI somehow reduced their points valuation to 

where that is all their points would ever even get them.  

78. The elderly Plaintiffs are unable to understand how the highly restrictive (and completely 

illusory) booking windows imposed by RCI diminished the value of their points.  Indeed, the 

promised 2 weeks at a high-end, exclusive international destination resorts in locations like Fiji 

or Hawaii, are simply not even possible, despite their “upgrade” and booking through RCI in 

advance as they are required. 

79.  Even more egregious, Plaintiffs now discovered that the general public actually has 

better online availability than Wyndham’s “owners,” which includes even trying to book the 
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lower quality rooms that might be available through RCI.  

80. In essence, the Plaintiffs’ investment in the timeshare ownership was provided absolutely 

no financial or availability benefit than simply booking online, and is instead more expensive 

and less available than the access the general public receives online.  The public can book a room 

online with vast selections, generally with only 1 day in advance, whereas a Wyndham owner 

booking through Defendant RCI will have to book up to 11 months in advance, just to get a 

lower-quality room. 

81. At Plaintiffs’ current use rate through Defendant RCI since the upgrade, factored over the 

10 years of the mortgage, inter alia, along with their then-current mortgage and the yearly 

maintenance fees that have grown by $400% and continue to rise, Plaintiffs have been paying a 

total cost of approximately $95,000 over 10 years. This current use-rate permitted by Defendant 

RCI’s systems and procedures, which was for 2 nights in 2 years, amounts to approximately 

$4,750 per night, which is about 3000% more than the general public pays online for the same 

bookings.  This is true despite Plaintiffs paying thousands of dollars for an “upgrade” that 

Wyndham staff promised would provide Plaintiffs with sufficient points to book up to two weeks 

of luxury resorts, at no additional cost, and generally with airfare included.   

82. Had Plaintiffs known that the representations about availability, location, price, and ease 

of booking were false, Plaintiffs would have never purchased the upgrade from WVO.   

Negligent Misrepresentation Claim by Plaintiffs Jemaal and Marlene Knox 

 

83.  Jemaal Knox and Marlene Knox (“Plaintiffs” herein) purchased a timeshare with 

Worldmark by Wyndham in 2010, and followed by promises by WVO sales staff in May 2012 in 

San Diego, California at a sales presentation, purchased an upgrade for their ownership.  

Plaintiffs were promised that they would have access to other timeshare locations with high-

quality resorts and hotels through Defendant RCI. 

84. The upgrade sales presentation, though described as “short,” lasted about 6 hours.  WVO 

sales staff, consisting of three individuals, a male sales representative, a manager, and a female 
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closer who ensured Plaintiffs signed the paperwork, warranted to Plaintiffs that they would have 

access to other timeshare locations with high-quality resorts and hotels through RCI’s booking 

system if they purchased an upgrade.   

85. Plaintiffs were told by Defendant Wyndham’s staff (Reps and Worldmark by Wyndham 

Management) that in order to protect ownership (the investment and use rights), in the previous 

investment made in ownership, they were forced to act immediately.   

86. To protect their investment since 2010 and their resale value, Wyndham staff emphasized 

that the upgrade was the only alternative and was necessary and with it came increased use rights 

as was promised by Wyndham staff. 

87. Plaintiffs were told the most recent upgrade was necessary to maintain their, and would 

also make it so they could profit from the sale someday.  Plaintiffs specifically were told they 

were buying a “below market investment today” that ensured a future sale where “the dollar-to-

point value would be higher” ensuring that the Plaintiffs would profit from that future resale. 

88. Along with this investment feature, the associated use program would be superior.  And 

with easy booking through RCI, Wyndham’s staff explained how to book and rent-out valuable 

booking dates for a profit.  Though Wyndham representatives had described the renting as a very 

simple process, Plaintiffs only later discovered that it is impracticable to rent out their timeshare 

in the way described by Defendant’s staff. 

89. Wyndham representatives and management promised Plaintiffs with the 2016 upgrade all 

their previous problems would be solved.  Plaintiffs discovered, however, that this was not 

possible because of highly restrictive rules imposed by Defendant RCI, and the lack of 

availability claimed by the booking service, Defendant RCI, and despite all the money invested, 

they were still met with unavailability and low-grade lodgings. 

90. Plaintiff did not receive a copy of the CPR or be informed that the CPR even existed 

before signing the documents.  After several hours of the sales presentation, the female closer 

also did not ask or ensure Plaintiffs understood what they were signing, but instead rushed them 

through the signing process.  The cursory explanations lacked disclosures and contained 
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inaccurate descriptions of what was actually being signed.  The female closer pressured Plaintiffs 

to sign as quickly as possible or risk losing this “amazing” deal. 

91. Had Plaintiffs known the availability would not have improved, known about the 

exorbitant fees, or that there were actually thousands of time-share owners selling their interest 

for a single dollar on eBay (unsuccessfully), Plaintiffs would never have purchased from WVO.   

// 

 

Negligent Misrepresentation Claim by Plaintiffs Cameron Krug and Sarah Mescher 

 

92. On July 29, 2018, when they attended a WVO sales presentation at a Wyndham 

presentation in California, Cameron Krug (26) and Sarah Mescher (28), (“Plaintiffs” herein) 

signed a vacation room Use contract for about $36,000 (principal only, not including high 

interest rates and maintenance fees that may total $90,000.00 over the 10-year mortgage period).   

93. Plaintiffs attended the presentation in California, in order to receive a “free” 3-day, 2-

night trip (with limitations and restrictions, it was never able to be used) which was offered by 

Wyndham representatives they had met at a local Beer Festival. 

94. After 3-4 hours of sales-oriented activity, they signed a Contract (No. 00203514872, 

Member No. 002591800818) that consisted of 21,000 points for Worldmark by Wyndham and a 

Silver Membership level with a total liability (with down payment and interest) of $69,190. 

95. There were three WVO sales staff that primarily sold the time-share to the Plaintiffs.  The 

first was a male sales representative (name unknown), a second was a female that held herself 

out as a manager, and a female closer who, upon information and belief is named Leigha, and 

ensured Plaintiffs signed the paperwork.  

96. Initially, the Plaintiffs did not want to pay extra expenses (Mr. Krug is an accountant), 

but the Wyndham staff again and again informed Plaintiffs that they would save significant 

money by doing so and investing in WVO Ownership.  Plaintiffs believed that the WVO sales 

staff had, and the WVO sales associates held themselves out to have, significant expertise and 
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knowledge in vacations obtainable through the Wyndham Worldmark booking program.   The 

female manager even stated that Plaintiffs should buy now because the value will increase and 

later owners will have to pay more.   

97. However, Plaintiffs were not given the true costs and known expenses on a handwritten 

piece of paper, the “Deal Sheet,” that the WVO sales staff used during the presentation.1  The 

WVO sales team made it appear that the Plaintiffs would have an annual prepaid vacation where 

they saved money, when in actuality they would be paying a lot more for rooms than they 

previously had paid online prior to buying Wyndham’s room booking program, in addition to the 

$36,000 price tag, not including interest and the exorbitant fees. 

98. Wyndham staff also informed Plaintiffs there would be no maintenance fees because of 

the “Wyndham credit card” used to make monthly payments under the installment contract that 

had “use” rewards, which would offset all maintenance costs. 

99. Wyndham staff demonstrated how it would be more cost-effective to purchase the 

timeshare than to book vacations in the typical manner online.  This demonstration used 

inaccurate figures for the math and included use destination promises written in the Deal Sheet 

but different information was used in the Plaintiffs’ written contract. 

100. Plaintiffs were told it was a $70,000 asset once it was paid off that could be gifted or put 

in a Will where the Plaintiffs “could” freely choose which family member or child/children they 

would leave this valuable asset to, specifically omitting disclosure of known successor liability 

buried in a clause contained in the Contract. 

101. Defendant RCI handles the bookings for Wyndham customers for their Worldmark 

bookings on behalf of Worldmark and as “RCI” for international bookings.  Plaintiffs were 

shown pictures by WVO sales staff of specific resorts and hotels that the Plaintiffs would be 

entitled to book in the U.S. and all over the world through RCI, specifically including areas of 

travel interest to the Plaintiffs located in New Zealand, Ireland, and Italy.  The WVO sales team 

 
1This is known in the industry as a “Deal Sheet” that contains all the figures discussed and abbreviated words for 

key facts with arrows and other drawings.  However, this document is not to leave the room, so that the Plaintiffs 

could receive no copies of it. 
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informed Plaintiffs they could book these specific international destination hotels and resorts 

through RCI and that booking and availability would be easy through RCI.   

102. Plaintiffs’ actual ability to use the timeshare after the purchase was rendered impossible 

due to a consistent lack of availability when attempting to book (even lower grade 

accommodations) any of the promised destinations through RCI. 

103. Wyndham staff never disclosed that Wyndham previously owned the now independent 

booking agent, RCI, LLC.  Instead, Wyndham’s Contract documents with the Plaintiffs refer to 

RCI as an “external exchange company.” 

104. All of the Plaintiffs’ attempts to book a room with their Wyndham timeshare have failed 

because RCI consistently claims that accommodations are never available.  However, when 

Plaintiffs simply seek to book the same accommodations online, the bookings are generally 

available even with only a few days’ notice.  When Plaintiffs tried to book the same bookings 

through RCI, however, even several months in advance, RCI stated there was no availability. 

105. Wyndham Representatives, however, claimed that purchasing this timeshare would grant 

Plaintiffs high trade value through RCI, but Defendant RCI has not produced any bookings at all.  

106. Defendant Wyndham’s employees at the presentation also promised flexibility to roll 

points over or borrow from an upcoming year’s points through the RCI program, but contrary to 

those warranties made by WVO sales staff, RCI significantly restricts this, and Plaintiffs have 

been unable to secure even a single booking since their purchase.  

107. Plaintiffs also later discovered hidden booking costs through RCI, even though both 

WVO sales representatives assured Plaintiffs no other fees existed. 

108. Wyndham staff failed to inform Plaintiffs that membership and use of RCI would be 

necessary in order to book stays at the international locations described at the point-of-sale.  

109.  Plaintiffs were consistently denied by RCI any availability to book a room for a week 

any year with their points.  As such, Wyndham’s sales staffs’ booking promises that availability 

would not be an issue and that Plaintiffs would be able to use their time-share every year without 

issue, proved unattainable.  Even Plaintiffs’ attempts to book downgraded and lower-quality 
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rooms were not successful through RCI’s booking system, even though Defendants sold 

Plaintiffs a $90,000.00 ownership interest.  Their use-benefit has been absolutely zero. 

110. If Plaintiffs are lucky enough to find availability to book a one-week stay every 2 years or 

3 years (they have been unable to book thus far), it would amount to about 3-5 uses per 10 years, 

or $18,000 to $30,000 per week to book a room for a week. 

Negligent Misrepresentation Claim by Plaintiff Kyoungah Lee 

 

111. Kyoungah Lee (“Plaintiff” herein) purchased a timeshare through Worldmark by 

Wyndham in April 2017 at a WVO sales presentation in Angel’s Camp, California, located near 

Sacramento. 

112. She attended a sales presentation for what was portrayed by WVO sales staff as “not a 

traditional timeshare,” but a new type of “use” program that was a Membership used “vacation 

points.” She also became convinced by the staff that these points included international travel 

flights or cruises in addition to the bookings included with the purchase.  

113. Wyndham’s sales staff included a male sales representative named “Glen2” who stated he 

was new and that he had a daughter, and a Wyndham manager named “Izzy,” who stated he 

worked with WVO “forever” and that he was kind of like a Grandfather, and that he was 

specifically looking over Glen.  Izzy answered all of Plaintiff’s questions and made numerous 

representations that made Plaintiff believe purchasing from WVO was a no brainer, smart and 

financially responsible decision.  These included comments that, in addition to the beneficial use 

promises, the Plaintiff could make money off of the ownership and hold it long-term for a large 

profit, and that whenever she wanted, she could cancel the Membership at any time, just like a 

Gym Membership.  Izzy and Glen also informed Plaintiff that she could “sell it whenever,” and 

that she could do so with ease. 

114. The sales team did not tell her the entire principal purchase amount needed to be paid off 

first, nor that there were thousands of these programs on eBay listed for only a single dollar that 

 
2 It’s possible this person’s name was either Gary or Greg.  
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people cannot sell.  WVO sales staff even informed Plaintiff that they would help her sell it in 

the future if she wanted.  Relatedly, they also stated that “low prices today mean when market 

goes up you can sell it for more.” 

115. During the 3 hours of the sales presentations, Wyndham sales staff convinced Plaintiff 

that by signing up on that day, she would be able to use her points at all Wyndham resorts at 

“anytime,” and “anywhere” in the world, including overseas locations.  

116. Plaintiff was clear with Wyndham sales staff that although she was interested in such a 

timeshare, she would not agree to anything, even a future purchase, without them first answering 

all of her questions, which they did.  They even treated her like a VIP, were respectful, and even 

gave her complimentary wine during the presentation 

117. And, Plaintiff was told by Defendant Wyndham’s Worldmark sales team that she could 

also use the points for discounts and priority bookings on cruises too, because Wyndham had 

“partnered” with RCI, which was described as an outside company, for cruise deals and to assure 

priority booking availability at 5 star resorts, accessible and available for owners all over the 

world.  

118. None of the use rights or cruise related promises were true, however, and Plaintiff relied 

on these statements when making her decision to purchase.  Other statements WVO staff made 

were that Plaintiff’s points would never expire and she could roll them over to save them up even 

“until she was an old lady.”  

119. Plaintiff specifically asked (in essence): “So, you’re saying if I don’t use these points, 

they accrue, and I can go anywhere I want?” Which without exception, was confirmed by 

Wyndham’s staff, Izzy.  Plaintiff was also promised amazing customer service at the point-of-

sale, but when the Plaintiff tried to book a vacation, the customer service was awful and made no 

real efforts to help Plaintiff make any bookings.  

120. Every location and date Plaintiff tried to book was full with zero availability, and when 

she called the individual Wyndham resorts or hotels, she was told that they do not handle 

bookings and that she needed to call the general Wyndham booking number; when she called 
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that, the answer was always that nothing was available.  

121. Plaintiff also discovered that her points did actually expire and, if she wanted to roll them 

over, she would need to pay substantial fees.  This did not comport with the representations at 

the point-of-sale that rollover was automatic, and forever (“until she was an old lady”), where 

these additional charges were ever discussed, despite the Plaintiff’s highly specific questions 

regarding costs and other fees.  

122. When Plaintiff looked into booking the overseas locations through Defendant RCI, as 

was required by Defendant Wyndham’s Worldmark Agreement, she found out that she did not 

have near enough points for the resorts that were promised during the sales presentation and she 

could not afford to pay for them.  

123. Additionally, Plaintiff was never informed that the international locations booked through 

Defendant RCI would require an additional membership fee, and instead was told that no 

additional fees existed.  At the point-of-sale, she was told she owned Membership rights to stay 

anywhere that Wyndham had resorts or hotels, which Izzy and Glen described as “worldwide.” 

124. Further, at no time did either Glen nor Izzy provide Plaintiff with a copy of the CPR 

before she signed the documents.  Also, neither Glen nor Izzy gave her the documents to review 

before she signed, but instead strongly pushed that she sign the documents.  Instead, they kept 

encouraging her to drink during the presentation, and she consumed approximately 1.5 bottles of 

wine before signing the documents.   Izzy did not allow Plaintiff to read the Contract herself but 

instead, briefly summarized each page, and the Plaintiff trusted Izzy, because he was kind during 

the presentation, a very long-term Wyndham Manager, who seemed grandfatherly and 

trustworthy.  Plaintiff had reliance that all of the answers Izzy provided to her questions were the 

truth, and thus she fully trusted his guidance. 

Negligent Misrepresentation Claim by Plaintiff Friah Rogers 

125. Friah Rogers (“Plaintiff” herein) had an existing Wyndham timeshare for many years 

with her deceased husband, but while in San Francisco the Plaintiff was upgraded into a novation 
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contract in 2018, in San Francisco, California, at a WVO sales presentation.  Plaintiff was invited 

to attend an “Owner’s Update Meeting” in Depoe Bay, her home resort, and since she wasn’t 

getting the bookings originally envisioned, she was pleased to attend a meeting designed to help 

her get better use out of her “Worldmark vacation investment.” 

126. A very friendly Worldmark sales representative told Plaintiff that she could trust him to 

make all of her vacation dreams come true, and this was backed up by Wyndham Management 

and the sales team consisting of four individuals, a sales representative young male, two other 

males, and a female closer who ensured she signed the paperwork.  At the “Owner’s Update 

Meeting,” a Manager with purported high authority told her they were timeshare experts and to 

trust her sales representative (the younger male) to lookout for her best interests.  

127. The sales team told Plaintiff she needed more points and the Diamond Elite status in 

order to book the accommodations she desired at any time all around the world, frequently, and 

with no extra costs, along with increased amenities.  Worldmark sales staff pushed Plaintiff to 

upgrade to the Diamond Elite level, promising that it would give Plaintiff a huge amount of 

points to use on more vacations and more availability in booking, alleviating any deficiencies in 

her prior upgrade purchase expectations. 

128. Plaintiff’s “upgraded” timeshare gave her points to use at Worldmark locations, but she 

specifically inquired about San Francisco, and made clear that availability for the San Francisco 

bookings was why she would want to upgrade, and she specifically wanted to ensure that she 

would have adequate points for the locations and hotels that the WVO sales team and she 

discussed in during the sales presentation, San Francisco. 

129. Trusting Worldmark sales staff and feeling immense pressure, Plaintiff agreed to upgrade 

her timeshare, but the next booking attempt through RCI was also restricted and availability 

required booking a hotel not even near San Francisco, where she had UN convention meetings as 

an Oregon Delegate, but only in Windsor, in Sonoma County, CA.  Plaintiff thereafter was told 

by Defendant RCI that the upgrade did not the ability to book in San Francisco for the UN 

Convention, despite her explicit questions that the upgrade would ensure she would be able to 
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book the San Francisco hotels when she needed, and was promised to be able to book by the 

WVO sales staff. 

130. Worldmark staff and Management also discussed and showed Plaintiff locations in 

“Hawaii” and “New Zealand,” showed her pictures of their luxury resorts and highly rated hotels 

all over the world, and told her that those would all be available through their new bookings if 

she upgraded, for no extra costs, and Plaintiff was also promised by Defendant Wyndham that 

she could book the rooms with less than a month’s notice before she wanted to travel. 

131. Worldmark sales staff also said Plaintiff could bank her points as she liked, without 

mentioning any form of restrictions, and trade them through RCI; however, RCI imposes 

significant restrictions and costs of Plaintiff’s banking points. 

132. Plaintiff was also told that the properties she would be able to stay at very resorts in the 

pictures she was shown, that they were 5-star resorts and hotels that were “only accessible by 

Wyndham owners” and that she needed to book them through RCI, because these 

accommodations are not available to the general public online. 

133. Tragically, when Plaintiff attempted to actually book San Francisco, there was no 

availability, and she even attempted several different trips and times, but what was thought to be 

obstacles placed by Defendant RCI’s booking staff, never worked, and ultimately she was told, 

$100,000 in obligations or not, she did not have enough points to book the hotel in San Francisco 

that she was specifically promised, and the only way that would happen is that she would have to 

upgrade. 

134. Since the Plaintiff couldn’t book the hotel for herself, and she could not rent as promised 

either, it turned out that the zero cost and extra profits to be made promise by Defendant 

Wyndham’s Management, was false. 

135. Even more, Plaintiff now discovered that the general public actually has better online 

availability than Wyndham’s “owners,” which includes even trying to book the lower quality 

rooms that might be available through RCI.  When having difficulty with bookings, Plaintiff was 

told by RCI that she still needed to book more than a year in advance (versus only a month as 
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claimed during the sales presentation). 

136. In essence, the Plaintiffs’ investment in the timeshare ownership was provided absolutely 

no financial or availability benefit than simply booking online, and is instead more expensive 

and less available than the access the general public receives online.  The public can book a room 

online with vast selections, generally with only 1 day in advance, whereas a Wyndham owner 

booking through Defendant RCI will have to book up to 11 months in advance, just to get a 

lower-quality room, notwithstanding WVO’s staff’s representations that this would not be so.  

All of the locations Worldmark had shown her that were “included with” the Diamond Elite 

statues (with no costs), were only available through RCI and required additional fees and costs 

that made them cost prohibitive to use. 

137. Plaintiff believes thinks she used the WVO ownership for 1 weekend and she was again 

upgraded to a California timeshare in 2017 for $52,000 that was discounted thousands because of 

the existing New York timeshare, making it a $46,000 mortgage (which is about $110,000 

estimated after calculating the high-interest over 10 years, plus maintenance fees, which she 

cannot remember how much they are). 

138. As a consequence, for about $110,000 in 2017 obligations, she has only one booking (not 

at the requested “three stars or higher,” but at another hotel hours away city hotel North of Santa 

Rosa, CA) and, to even be able to book this hotel, she was required to attend another sales 

presentation, despite being a Wyndham owner. 

139. At no time was Plaintiff ever shown the CPR before she signed the documents for the 

upgrade.   

Negligent Misrepresentation by Claim Plaintiff Teresa Sharp (Allred) and Mark Allred 

 

140. Teresa Sharp (Allred) (the Plaintiff herein) and Richard Mark Allred (collectively the 

“Plaintiffs” herein) purchased a timeshare through Worldmark by Wyndham in 1999, and Teresa 

Allred (“Plaintiff” in the singular herein refers to Plaintiff Teresa Allred) was the only purchaser 

on the last novation contract purchase in Oceanside, California in 2016 and she was the main 
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purchaser throughout the years that started when she was in her 20s. 

141. Since purchasing the original timeshare, the Plaintiff has upgraded nine (9) times.  Most 

recently, while vacationing at a booking set up through Defendant RCI for a 2016 stay, Plaintiffs 

were also set up by RCI in this process for a check-in that included the need to have an owner, 

Teresa Allred, attend a short “Owner’s Meeting.” Such upgrade events started with the RCI 

booking at a nice Wyndham resort where they have sales facilities for upgrades. 

142. Wyndham staff told Plaintiff throughout the 2 hours about the amazing discount she was 

receiving and the wonderful destinations she could use by rising to a new level with the new 

points being offered. 

143. Plaintiff was told of the many things Plaintiff she could book with the new points 

presumably through Defendant RCI.  Wyndham staff told Plaintiff she could use the points to 

book flights, cruises, safaris, and European villas, and finally get the use she deserved from all 

the prior purchases at this new level of ownership.  Plaintiff was assured that she would be able 

to book vacations easier with this upgrade and she wouldn’t have any of the previous problems 

she had experienced.  Wyndham representatives sold the Plaintiff on the fact that these exclusive 

resorts she would now have access to, would always have rooms available for Wyndham 

vacation owners at her level, and again presumably through Defendant RCI’s booking services. 

144. Plaintiff was threatened with loss of her investment, especially the 9 upgrades since 2011, 

unless she upgraded, and Wyndham advised that she would also receive fantastic use benefits 

with this Wyndham conversion in the 2016 upgrade.  

145.  Plaintiff was told by Defendant Wyndham’s staff, that when she did the 2016 upgrade, it 

would finally be easy to book rooms wherever and whenever she wanted. 

146.  The Plaintiff had been specifically promised that the new 2016 upgrade would cure all 

the past use problems. 

147.  However, the “wherever, whenever” assurances later proved to be untrue in practical 

attempts with booking through RCI.  When trying to book vacations, the Plaintiff was told by 

Defendant RCI that there was nothing available and it would require 13 months’ advance 
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booking notice.  While trying to book vacations through Defendant RCI in the exact same 

tropical destinations that she was promised in 2016, like Fiji and Hawaii, the Plaintiff was told, 

even when booking 13 months in advance through RCI, that not only was there no availability, 

but also that the “waitlist is completely filled” for those locations.  In other words, booking 

through those locations was completely impossible.   

148. In practice, because of the constant non-availability of bookings through RCI (despite 

availability online to the general public) due to the “wait list” being completely full so it was 

impossible to even book the promised locations, RCI has eliminated use at these destinations, 

while at the same time Wyndham continued to sell Plaintiff a timeshare that requires using 

Defendant RCI for such bookings, and warranted and promised to Plaintiff that those locations 

would be available with minimal advanced notice.   

149. As a result, Plaintiff has been unable to book any of the vacations through Defendant RCI 

that she was specifically promised by Defendant Wyndham would be available through 

Defendant RCI’s “wherever, whenever” booking procedures for her new level of ownership in 

the 2016 novation upgrade contract. 

150.  When the Plaintiff looked into booking some international destinations promised by 

Defendant Wyndham like Paris, she discovered through Defendant RCI that there were no 

available resorts in Paris or within the surrounding areas.  However, these very locations were 

available online to the general public.   

151. The newest Mortgage was about $75,000 with an obligation of $1,500 per month 

including Maintenance fees just under $2,100 per month (and continually rising), which is a total 

obligation of over $200,000 total costs to be paid over a 10-year mortgage period for the 2016 

upgrade alone.   

152.  

Second Cause of Action for Violation of the California Time Share Act 

(Against all Defendants) 

 

153. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference all the preceding paragraphs as though fully set forth 
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herein. 

154. California’s Vacation Ownership and Time Share Act of 2004 applies to the case at bar to 

all Plaintiffs herein, because Wyndham owns numerous hotels and resorts in California, some of 

which are where Plaintiffs purchased their timeshare or subsequent upgrade. 

155. All of these California timeshare properties are offered to the Plaintiffs herein as an 

“accommodation” pursuant to California law.  See Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 11000-11288, and 

specifically §11211.5(a)(1), which states that the Time-share Act is applicable to: “Time-share 

plans with an accommodation or component site in this state.” 

156. Wyndham also sold the Plaintiffs points to be used in a booking service by RCI to access 

hundreds more hotels and resorts in California as “component sites” physically located in the 

State of California.  Act at §11211.5(a)(1) and known by definition under §112112(g) as: 

“‘Component Site’ means a specific geographic location where accommodations of a multisite 

time-share plan are located.” 

157. Defendant Wyndham sold the Plaintiffs timeshares under a marketing system known 

under California law to be a “multisite time-share plan.” See Act at §112112(z)(2)(B).  

158. RCI serviced the central reservations for Wyndham’s multisite plan that Plaintiffs were 

and are required to use when attempting to make bookings for accommodations or component 

sites in the multisite time-share plan sold to Plaintiffs.  See “reservation system” at §112112(u). 

159. The operations and acts of all Defendants (including RCI) qualify for coverage under the 

Act  where Section 11285 provides that “an action for damages or for injunctive or declaratory 

relief for a violation of this chapter may be brought by any time-share interest owner” and that 

“Relief under this section does not exclude other remedies provided by law.” 

160. Wyndham owns a substantial amount of California resorts and hotels, including the 

resort/hotel properties in the Northern District of California (where Plaintiffs had their most 

recent purchase or upgrade) and a significant amount of hotels, resorts, or other chains in 

California, including Days Inn, Howard Johnson, Ramada, Travelodge and even Super 8 Motels.  

Defendant Wyndham owns “accommodations” geographically within the State of California 
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under the Act. 

161. By their acts and practices described below, Defendants, violated the Act in multiple 

ways:  

a. Defendant Wyndham violated Section §11234 by not showing any of the 

Plaintiffs the California Department of Real Estate-issued California Public 

Report before Plaintiffs purchased from WVO; 

b. Defendant Wyndham violated §11225 & §11238 by failing to provide certain 

documents and certain disclosures clearly and conspicuously as required by law; 

c. Defendants Wyndham and RCI violated §11237 by failing to make proper 

disclosures as required by law with regard to the incidental benefits offered to the 

Plaintiffs; 

d. Defendants Wyndham and RCI violated §11245 by making material 

misrepresentations, including, but not limited to misrepresentations about resale 

and appreciation and long-term valuation, in connection with the promotion of a 

time-share plan, the nature, qualities and/or characteristic of the offered time-

share plan, and/or incidental benefits; 

e. Defendant Wyndham violated §11265 by charging assessments in amounts not 

proscribed by law, or by failing to provide proper notice regarding the increase of 

assessments; 

f. Defendants Wyndham and RCI violated §11265 by failing to deliver on certain 

items within the time represented to the Plaintiffs; 

g. Defendant Wyndham violated §11265 by including conflicting, misleading and/or 

unlawful provisions among the various documents provided to the Plaintiffs. 

162. Plaintiffs herein have suffered great financial losses and have been harmed by 

Defendant’s intentional and deceptive acts, which comprise precisely the type of conduct the 

California Legislature sought to protect all consumers from when it enacted the Time-Share Act 

of 2004. 
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163. Based on the foregoing, Plaintiffs request contract rescission, damages, including 

Punitive Damages, and any other remedies available by law.   
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WHEREFORE,  

REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

Plaintiffs request that relief be granted and ordered as follows:  

1. For equitably adjudicating or declaring the termination of the Plaintiffs’ signed contracts as a 

matter of law and/or rescission of the contracts Plaintiffs signed;  

2. For general damages in an amount according to proof;  

3. For common law relief, and statutory relief under applicable state laws;  

4. For punitive damages to punish the Defendant and deter such future conduct;  

5. For attorney’s fees, court costs, prejudgment interest; and,  

6. For such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and proper.  

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL  

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 38 (b), Plaintiff requests a jury trial of all issues triable of 

right by a jury. 

 

Dated this 26th day of June 2020.     THE ABRAMS FIRM 

/Jack Duran Jr./ Jack Duran,  

CA Bar No. 221704 Attorney for the 
Plaintiffs  
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